T H E PRACTICAL EVALUATION O F RESULTANTS By T. A. PIERCE, The University of Nebraska
The purpose of the present note is to give a practical method of evaluating the resultant of two equations. The method is particularly effective when the degree of one of the equations is high while that of the other is low.
Use will be made of certain results in the theory of matrices. Let A be a square matrix and let IA -XI I = f (A) = 0 be the characteristic equation of A .
Then if g(X) = O be another equation, the resultant RCf, g ) of f ( X ) =O and g ( X ) = O is known (Frobenius, Journal fiir Mathematik, Vol. 84, p. 11) to be
Furthermore if B is the matrix which has g ( X ) =O as its characteristic equation then
The matrix A which has the given equation
as its characteristic equation is This is readily proved by forming the determinant of this matrix after having subtracted X from each element of the principal diagonal and expanding this determinant and each resulting determinant according to the elements of their last columns. Similarly the matrix B which has
as its characteristic equation may be written down.
Since the left members of ( 1 ) and (2) differ a t most by sign in obtaining the resultant off and g it is only necessary to calculate that right member of (1) or (2) which is the simpler. I t is this consideration of (2) in conjunction with (1) that makes our method practical. The matrices A and B are of order n'and m respectively and g(A) and f ( B ) are matrices of orders n and m. If m < n we compute (f ( B ) 1 . 
